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AN ORDINANCE 

To Be Entitled 
 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE MASTER PLAN FOR 

THE. FRED WESSELS-HITCH VILLAGE PLANNED 

DEVELOPMENT; TO REPEAL ALL OTHER ORDINANCES 

IN CONFLICT HEREWITH; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 

 

BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Savannah, Georgia, in regular 

meeting of Council assembled and pursuant to lawful authority thereof: 
 

SECTION 1:  The following described property be amended on the Master Plan for Fred 

Wessels – Hitch Village Planned Unit Development: 
 

ENACT 

 

Beginning at a point [X: 991169.11866 Y: 756764.024903], located at the approximate 

intersection of the centerlines of East President Street & East Broad Street, said point 

being, THE POINT OF BEGINNING, 

 

Thence proceeding along the centerline of East President Street in a SE direction for 

approximately 739.726 ft. to a point [X: 991878.433202 Y: 756554.102055], 

 

Thence proceeding along the centerline of the R/W of Randolph Street, in a SW direction 

[S 17-18-29 W], for an approximate distance of 159.675 ft. to a point [X: 

991830.928223 Y: 756401.65708], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SE direction [S 73-46-15 E] for an approximate 

distance of 210.328 ft. to a point [X: 992032.875286 Y: 756342.874539], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 17-40-16 W] for an approximate 

distance of 59.298 ft. to a point [X: 992014.87531 Y: 756286.37455], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SE direction [S 73-32-41 E] for an approximate 

distance of 135.031 ft. to a point, [X: 992144.37532 Y: 756248.124566], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 16-17-1 W] for an approximate 

distance of 122.15 ft. to a point, [X: 992110.125295 Y: 756130.874554], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SE direction [S 73-7-16 E] for an approximate 

distance of 134.501 ft. to a point, [X: 992238.832406 Y: 756091.822139], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 17-31-32 W] for an approximate 

distance of 200.767 ft. to a point, [X: 992178.375315 Y: 755900.374536], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SE direction [S 70-51-15 E] for an approximate 

distance of 658.894 ft. to a point, [X: 992796.100293 Y: 755685.914536], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 19-13-22 W] for an approximate 

distance of 502.067 ft. to a point, [X: 992630.798865 Y: 755211.840411], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SE direction [S 71-3-28 E] for an approximate 

distance of 76.505 ft. to a point, [X: 992703.160647 Y: 755187.005845], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 11-59-21 W] for an approximate 

distance of 515.567 ft. to a point, [X: 992596.06311 Y: 754682.684596], 

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 24-31-11 W] for an approximate 

distance of 64.454 ft. to a point,  

 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 41-49-13 W] for an approximate 

distance of 52.459 ft. to a point,  
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Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 55-45-15 W ] for an approximate 

distance of 64.718 ft. to a point, 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 62-55-41 W] for an approximate 

distance of 51.993 ft. to a point, [X: 992434.541702 Y: 754524.866863], 

Thence proceeding along a line in a SW direction [S 72-40-29 W] for an approximate 

distance of 358.194 ft. to a point, [X: 992092.598585 Y: 754418.198305], said point 

being located on the approximate centerline of Wheaton Street, 

Thence proceeding along the approximate centerline of Wheaton Street, in a NW 

direction [N 27-42-55 W] for an approximate distance of 224.908 ft. to a point, [X: 

991987.999112 Y: 754617.302289], 

Thence proceeding along a line in a NE direction [N 53-44-21 E] for an approximate 

distance of 122.929 ft. to a point, [X: 992087.120919 Y: 754690.010227], 

Thence proceeding along a line in a NW direction [N 34-37-27 W] for an approximate 

distance of 80.951 ft. to a point, [X: 992041.125325 Y: 754756.624539], 

Thence proceeding along a line in a NE direction [N 17-47-16 E] for an approximate 

distance of 602.32 ft. to a point, [X: 992225.129509 Y: 755330.150774], said point 

being located on the approximate centerline of East Perry Lane, 

Thence proceeding along the approximate centerline of East Perry Lane, in a NW 

direction [N 73-3-2 W] for an approximate distance of 695.149 ft. to a point, [X: 

991560.176832 Y: 755532.807337], said point being located on the approximate 

centerline of Randolph Street, 

Thence proceeding along the approximate centerline of Randolph Street, in a SW 

direction [S 17-18-29 W] for an approximate distance of 171.174 ft. to a point, [X: 

991509.250798 Y: 755369.38409], said point being located on the approximate 

intersection of the centerlines of Randolph Street and Wheaton Street/East Liberty 

Street R/W, 

Thence proceeding along the approximate centerline of East Liberty Street R/W in a NW 

direction for an approximate distance of 737.852 ft. to a point, [X: 990801.447067 Y: 

755577.805735], said point being located on the approximate intersection of the 

centerlines of East Liberty Street R/W and the East Broad Street R/W 

Thence proceeding along the East Broad Street R/W, in a NE direction for an 

approximate distance of 1,242.02 ft. to a point, [X: 991169.11866 Y: 

756764.024903], said point being at the intersection of the centerlines of East Broad 

Street and East President Street, and said point also being, THE POINT OF 

BEGINNING. 

SECTION 2: That the requirements of Section 3.2 of the Zoning Ordinance adopted July 

18th, 2019 and the law in such cases made and provided has been satisfied.  An opportunity for a 

public hearing was afforded anyone having an interest or property right which may have been 

affected by this zoning amendment, said notice being published in the Savannah Morning News, 

on the __6th___day of __June___________, 2024,  a copy of said notice being attached hereto 

and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 3:  Upon the effective date of the ordinance all ordinances or parts of 

ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed. 

ADOPTED AND APPROVED: , 2024 
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Van R. Johnson, II 

Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

       

Mark Massey 

Clerk of Council 
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